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Entanglement plays a crucial role in quantum processes particularly those pertaining to quantum 
information and computation. An analytic expression for an entanglement measure defined in terms of 
success rate of Grover’s search algorithm has been obtained for qutrit systems with real coefficients and the 
calculated results agree well with the conventional entropy based measure. The entanglement measure is 
further generalized for qudit (d-level) systems with real coefficients. 
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Introduction 
Quantum entanglement is the heart and soul of quantum information processing. Its role is 
distinct and explicit in some situations such as teleportation and superdense coding, whereas it is 
not so explicit in search algorithms. For obvious reasons most research effort so far has been 
focused on quantum bits or qubits. The simplicity of two-state systems and the ease with which 
they can be handled has been primarily responsible for this. However, in principle there is no 
reason to limit quantum information and computation architectures to two-level systems. The 
total dimensionality of Hilbert space can be increased by considering qudits; a d-level quantum 
system which takes d=2 for qubits. The next reasonable step is to look for quantum computation 
architectures with d=3 which is a qutrit or a three level qudit. During recent years several 
researchers have investigated such systems in different contexts. Generation and characterization 
of entanglement for three level system[1]; quantum key distribution protocol with qutrits[2]; 
quantum tomography for qudits[3]; entanglement swapping between multi qudits[4]; 
discrimination among Bell states of qudits[5]; GHZ paradox for many qudits[6]; quantum 
computing with qudits[7]; quantum communication complexity protocol with two entangled 
qutrits[8]; bounds of entanglement between qudits[9]; entanglement among qudits[10] are worth 
mentioning in this context. All this unambiguously marks entanglement as the marrow of the 
theory of information and computation. Thus quantification of the same is of utmost importance. 
Consequently many entanglement measures have been proposed for qubits to date [11-18]. 
Recently, F Pan et al [19] presented a classification for entangled bipartite qutrit states based on 
an entanglement measure [20]. In [21] authors have obtained an entanglement measure for certain 
kind of four qubit states. Entanglement in a real four qubit system was expressed in terms of its 
success probability as the initial state of Grover’s search algorithm. The measure meets the 
requirements of being zero for a product state and being invariant under local unitary 
transformations. Following the same line of thought a measure of entanglement has been framed 
for qutrit systems. A qutrit is a unit of quantum information whose substates exist in a three 
dimensional Hilbert space. Accordingly, an n-qutrit system can have  subsystems. Violation of 
local realism being escalated in qutrit correlations enhances its suitability for tasks like 
cryptography. Use of qutrit systems makes the quantum cryptography protocols robust against 
eavesdropping attack [2, 22-23]. In addition, security of quantum bit commitment and coin 
flipping protocols is higher with entangled qutrits[24]. All these breakthroughs have motivated 
the development of an entanglement measure for d-dimensional systems, where d > 2. A qutrit 
system is of special interest because information processing appears to have great potential in a 
three-level system as it best fits into dimensionality aspect of Hilbert space [25]. The Hilbert 
space dimensionality is maximized for d=3, and hence the computing power. 
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Grover’s search algorithm and entanglement measure 
We start with a brief review of modified unsorted database search [26], thereby 
expressing entanglement measure as a derivative of search algorithm. Search space for n 
qubits has N elements such that 2nN = . Thus the elements can be represented by an n 
qubit register. Out of these N elements a subset of r elements is marked and we wish to 
search the whole space in order to find a marked element. The state of n qubits is given 
by the state φ . The search algorithm proceeds with the introduction of an ancilla qubit 
0
q
along with the input register φ , in the following way: 
 
1. A product of arbitrary local operations, 1 2 ....... nV U U U= ⊗ ⊗ ⊗  on the register and the 
gate HX on the the ancilla qubit is applied. 
0 qV HXφ ⊗  
(1) 
 
2. Now the marked state is rotated by a phase of π radians. Next all register states are 
rotated by π radians around the average amplitude of the register state. 
 
These two operations constitute Grover iteration . The Grover iterations are applied m 
times, till the amplitude of the marked state reaches a maximum value. 
GU
 
3. Finally, the register is measured in the computational basis. If  is the maximal 
success probability of search algorithm where maximization is over all possible local 
unitary operations in the initial step, then  can be written in terms of  (i.e. m 
Grover iterations).  is then obtained by averaging uniformly over all N  possible 
values for s (
maxP
maxP
m
GU
maxP
s  being the marked state). 
Thus,
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1
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−−−− =
= ⊗ ⊗− − − −⊗∑
 
(2) 
 
For a general state, we consider the effect of the Grover iterations on an uniform 
superposition state
x
x
N
η =∑ . Applying m Grover iterations to this state yields: 
1m
GU s O N
η ⎛ ⎞= + ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  
(3) 
 
The second term is a small correction term.  
 
Multiplying by (  and taking the hermitian conjugate gives  )†mGU
1m
Gs U O N
η ⎛ ⎞= + ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  
(4) 
 
Substituting eq.(4) in eq.(2) gives 
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1 21
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N
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η  being a product state implies that † † †1 2 nU U U η⊗ ⊗−−−−⊗  is also a product state. 
Thus optimization can be considered over product states. Hence, 
1
2
max 1
1max
n
n
e e
P e e O
N
φ
−−−−
⎛ ⎞= − − − − + ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠                                    
(6) 
 
1 ne ⊗−−− e  being a product state of n qubits. 
 
If the input state were a product state, only then would  be one up to some small 
corrections. This suggests that  is affected by the entanglement of the initial state
maxP
maxP φ . 
 
Hence based on the maximum success probability , an entanglement measure was 
framed in [26, 27]. This was followed by authors in [21] to study entanglement for a four 
qubit system. In the present letter, the same approach has been extended to three level 
systems. An analytical expression giving entanglement measure for qutrit system is 
derived from modified Grover’s search algorithm. The generalized expression for qudit 
(d >3) systems has also been derived. 
maxP
 
According to the definition [26], the entanglement measure ( )G ψ  in terms of maximum 
success probability  can be expressed as maxP
( ) max1G Pψ = −  
(7) 
 
Dependence on  makes it obvious that maxP ( )G ψ  will have its values in the 
range . ( )0 1G ψ≤ ≤
 
Groverian Entanglement Measure For Qutrit Systems 
A qutrit being a three-level (d=3) system can be expressed as 
321 321 aaa ++=ξ  
where  and satisfy the normalization condition1 2 3, , 0a a a ≠ 2 21 2 3a a a+ + 2 =1 1 , 2 , 3  
thereby forming an orthonormal basis for a qutrit. Representation in a three dimensional 
Hilbert space allows an n-qutrit system to have  different states simultaneously. 3n
 
A pure state ψ  of n-qutrits can be expressed as 
3
1
n
i
i
a iψ
=
=∑  
(8) 
 
where 
1 2, ,.... ni i i i=  
(9) 
 
We aim to obtain an entanglement measure in terms of ( )maxP ψ . For the same we 
consider a general product state of n-qutrits: 
.21 neeee ⊗−−−−⊗⊗=  
(10) 
 
A single qutrit ignoring global phases can be written as 
kkkk
i
kkk
i
k
kk eee 3cos2sinsin1cossin θγθγθ ιχχ ++=
 
(11) 
 
where , 1, 2,....,k n= 0 , 2k kιχ χ π≤ ≤ , 0 ,k k 2θ γ π≤ ≤  and 0 , 2k kιχ χ π≤ ≤ . 
 
The product state e  can thus be written as 
1 ne e e= ⊗−−−−⊗  
−−+−−−−−−+−−−−−−−= 21sinsincossin11cossincossin 1111 11 nniinnii nn eeee γθγθγθγθ ιχχχχ
33coscos 1 −−−−−−−+−−−−+ nθθ  
(12) 
 
Therefore, 
3
1
n
i
i
e c
=
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(13) 
 
where 1 2, ,.... ni i i i=  and  
( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3
1
sin cos sin cos cosk k kk k
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i k k k k
k
c e eχ χθ γ θ γ θ= = =′
=
=∏ k  
(14) 
The overlap between the initial state ψ  and product state e , given by e ψ , is utilized 
to obtain Groverian measure of entanglement. This incorporates the maximization of the 
function ( ) 21111 ,,,, ψψχχχχγγθθ ιι eP nnnn =−−−−−−−−  
        (15) 
 
with respect to variables , ,k k kθ γ χ , kιχ , and k = 1-----n. 
 
The maximum success probability thus becomes 
( ) ( )
1 1
1 1
max 1 1 1 1, ,
,
max , , , ,
n n
n n
n n n nP P
ι ι
ι ι
θ θ γ γ
χ χ χ χ
ψ θ θ γ γ χ χ χ χ
−−− −−−
−−− −−−
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     (16) 
 
up to a correction term of order 1 N  and the range of maximization is 0 2k kθ γ π≤ ≤  
and  0 2k k
ιχ χ π≤ ≤ . ( )maxP ψ  can be obtained by maximizing P in eq.(15) with respect to 
variations in , , ,k k kθ γ χ  and kιχ  and equating them to zero i.e., 
 
 0,
k k k k
P P P P
ιθ γ χ χ
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂= = = =∂ ∂ ∂ ∂                                               (17) 
 
 
for k = 1,2,-----n. 
 
For simplicity, the product state e  with real amplitudes is considered, i.e., all the kχ  
and k
ιχ  are 0 or π , leading to exp(i kχ ) = exp(i kιχ ) = ± 1. This can be removed by 
doubling the range of kθ  to 2 k 2π θ π− ≤ ≤ , thus sin kθ  can be both positive and 
negative for the same value of cos kθ .  
 
A Two-Qutrit System 
The formulation outlined above is applied here to a two qutrit system. A pure two qutrit 
quantum state ψ  is written as 
3 3
1 1
ij
i j
a ijψ
= =
=∑∑
 
(18) 
 
Hence an overlap of ψ  with a general product state of two single qutrits, as given by 
eq.(11) is 
( ) 21 2 1 2, , , ,P eθ θ γ γ ψ ψ= = 
[ ( ) ( )33 1 2 31 2 32 2 1 2 13 1 23 1 1 2cos cos cos sin cos sin cos sin sin cosa a a a aθ θ γ γ θ θ γ γ θ+ + + + θ +  
( ) 211 1 2 12 1 2 21 1 2 22 1 2 1 2cos cos cos sin sin cos sin sin sin sina a a aγ γ γ γ γ γ γ γ θ+ + + ⎦θ ⎤  
(19) 
 
This can be simplified by assuming 1 2 xγ γ γ+ = , 1 2 yγ γ γ− = , 1 2 xθ θ θ+ =  and 
1 2 yθ θ θ− = , 
( )1 2, , , , ,x y x yP θ θ γ γ γ γ =  
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Then by solving
1 2
0
x y x y
P P P P P P
θ θ γ γ γ γ
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂= = = = = =∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ , maximum is found for 
1, , , ,x y x yθ θ γ γ γ  and 2γ . The values obtained are substituted in eq.(20).  
 
( )maxP ψ  is finally as: 
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Eventually, Groverian entanglement of a state ψ  can be calculated by  
( ) ( )max1G Pψ ψ= −  
 
 
This measure can quantify the entanglement present in various two qutrit states. Also it 
ca very well categorize an entangled and a product state. As for product states 
( )max 1P ψ = , whereas it is never so for any entangled state. The importance of an 
entanglement measure lies in the fact that variation in the amount of entanglement in 
quantum states affects quantum computation and information processing.  
 
For a product state, it is easy to find out ( )max 1P ψ = , which leads to zero entanglement. 
This is in correspondence with one of the criteria of an entanglement measure which 
states ( )G ψ  should vanish for product states. 
 
( )maxP ψ and finally Groverian entanglement is calculated below for certain two-qutrit 
systems. 
 
For a maximally entangled state of the type  
( )1 11 22 33
3
ψ = + +  
( )maxP ψ =0.3333, and ( )G ψ =0.8165. 
 
For another extremally entangled state, 
( )1 11 22
2
ψ = +  
( )maxP ψ =0.5 and thus ( )G ψ =0.7071. For the same state the value of entanglement as 
reported in [19] is 0.63093. 
 
We now turn to the general qudits with an arbitrary . Consider a pure state 3d ≥
1
nN
i
i
a i
=
Φ =∑   
(22) 
 
of n-qudits, where, 
1 2, ,.... ni i i i=  
(23) 
 
 
The maximum success probability of Grover’s search algorithm is given by eq.(6). To 
obtain an explicit expression for the same, a general product state of n-qudits can be 
written as: 
1 ....... nE E E= ⊗ ⊗  
(24) 
 
The single qudit state can be represented by 
1
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where . Ignoring global phases, the range of 1, 2,.......,j =
jk
α  is 0 2
jk
α π≤ ≤  and that 
of 
jx
χ  is 0 2
jx
χ π≤ ≤ . 
 
The product state of n-qudits thus can be written as 
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The product state can be written as 
1
nN
i
i
E C
=
= ∑ i  
(27) 
 
where the coefficient of the basis state 1 2, ,.... ni i i i=  is 
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1
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2
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Thus the Groverian measure of entanglement for n-qudits can be obtained by maximizing 
the function 
( )1 1 21 1 1,....., , ,...., , ,....n nk x nP Eα α χ χ EΦ = Φ  
(29) 
 
with respect to , , 1,....., .
j jk x
j nα χ =  The maximum probability can now be written as  
( ) ( )1 1
1 11 1
max 1 1,....., , ,....,
max ,....., , ,...., ,
n n
k xn n
k xP Pα α χ χ α α χ χΦ = Φ  
(30) 
 
up to a correction term of order 1 nN , and the maximization is taken in the range 
0 2
jk
α π≤ ≤  and 0 2
jx
χ π≤ ≤ . 
 
Conclusion 
We have generalized an operational entanglement measure based on the success rate of 
Grover’s search algorithm in reaching the desired rate to n-qudits system. A quantum 
system belonging to a 3-D Hilbert space is an optimal one [25] in view of quantum 
computation and communication. Thus quantification of entanglement for such system 
facilitates its use in various information processing tasks. The expression for ( )maxP ψ  as 
obtained above easily gives the value of ( )G ψ  just by inserting the value of normalized 
coefficients in the expression. The value of  ( )G ψ  as calculated for certain states are on 
expected lines. The expression for ( )maxP ψ , being conceptually based on the success 
probability of Grover’s unsorted database search, indicates that entanglement is 
generated, rises to a maximum, and then finally vanishes during the processing of 
Grover’s algorithm. Same can be exemplified by a two qutrit product state as the initial 
state of the search algorithm. Unlike a two qubit product state as the starting state for the 
search algorithm to proceed, a two qutrit product state has maximum probability of 
reaching the desired state after two iterations. Entanglement is zero for the initial state, 
then rises to a certain value after first iteration and finally decays after second iteration.  
The starting state ψ , a product of two qutrits in uniform superposition is 
ψ ( )1 11 12 13 21 22 23 31 32 33
3
= + + + + + + + +  
 
Operators 1 2WP W W= − ,  W   being the desired state and then 2 1Pψ ψ ψ= − (the 
combination of the two constitutes one Grover iteration) are applied to ψ . Two Grover 
iterations complete the search process. The analytical expression for ( )maxP ψ  also 
verifies that if the initial state of Grover’s search algorithm is an entangled one then the 
performance of search algorithm is deteriorated. Entanglement being a vital part of 
quantum computation and communication can be exploited to the fullest only if its value 
is known for any quantum state under consideration. The expression for ( )maxP ψ  derived 
above solves the purpose well for a two qutrit system. 
 
Figure1. shows the evolution of entanglement as the Grover’s search algorithm proceeds. 
The solid line shows the quantification of entanglement as calculated from the expression 
for ( )maxP ψ  whereas the dotted line quantifies entanglement on the basis of entropy of 
entanglement.  This quantification is done by the Von Neumann entropy with 
( ) ( )3logi iS Trψ ψρ ρψ⎡ ⎤= − ⎣ ⎦  
where i = 1 or 2 for a two qutrit system, and ( )
iψρ  (i = 1 or 2) is the reduced density 
matrix with particle 2 or 1, respectively, traced out. Degree of entanglment has been 
calculated for all the intermediate states of two qutrit search algorithm generated after 
applying  and WP Pψ  operators to the initial state ψ  within two grover iterations. 
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